3-Dimensional atomic scale structure of the ionic liquid–graphite interface elucidated by AM-AFM and quantum chemical simulations†
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In situ amplitude modulated atomic force microscopy (AM-AFM) and quantum chemical simulations are used to resolve the structure of the highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)–bulk propylammonium nitrate (PAN) interface with resolution comparable with that achieved for frozen ionic liquid (IL) monolayers using STM. This is the first time that (a) molecular resolution images of bulk IL–solid interfaces have been achieved, (b) the lateral structure of the IL graphite interface has been imaged for any IL, (c) AM-AFM has elucidated molecular level structure immersed in a viscous liquid and (d) it has been demonstrated that the IL structure at solid surfaces is a consequence of both thermodynamic and kinetic effects. The lateral structure of the PAN–graphite interface is highly ordered and consists of remarkably well-defined domains of a rhombooidal superstructure composed of propylammonium cations preferentially aligned along two of the three directions in the underlying graphite lattice. The nanostructure is primarily determined by the cation. Van der Waals interactions between the propylammonium chains and the surface mean that the cation is enriched in the surface layer, and is much less mobile than the anion. The presence of a heterogeneous lateral structure at an ionic liquid–solid interface has wide ranging ramifications for ionic liquid applications, including lubrication, capacitive charge storage and electrodeposition.

Many ILs exhibit structural heterogeneity over domains of ca. 1 nm, both in the bulk and at interfaces. This nanostructure arises from electrostatic interactions between charged groups that produce polar domains which solvophobically repel uncharged cation alkyl groups, inducing them to cluster together to form apolar regions. These charged and uncharged domains percolate through the liquid producing sponge-like structure. The isotropic symmetry of this bulk IL nanostructure is broken near a macroscopic interface. Both atomic force microscopy (AFM) force curves and reflectivity experiments suggest that discrete ion (or ion pair) layers are present next to the solid surface, and that this layered structure decays to the bulk sponge nanostructure over a few nanometers. The IL nanostructure in the bulk, as well as that normal to solid interfaces, is relatively well understood. The nature and extent of the lateral interfacial nanostructure is less well characterised, especially for bulk IL solid interfaces as opposed to surface monolayers, despite its key role in a wide range of processes including electrodeposition, lubrication, surface-catalysed reactions and energy applications. Capacitance, for example, is a consequence of the relative concentrations of cations and anions at the electrode surface, and hence the lateral interfacial nanostructure.

Much effort has therefore been directed at obtaining high-resolution images of the IL–solid interface. The lateral structure...
of metal (gold or silver)-aprotic IL interfaces has been extensively studied using in situ scanning tunnel microscopy (STM). For bulk solid–IL interfaces, definitive molecular resolution of the ion layer bound to the surface has not been achieved, as interpretation of the images is complicated by near surface interfacial layers\(^4\) and/or coupling of the tunnelling signal from the liquid and the solid substrate.\(^5\) Pan et al.\(^5\) and Gnahn et al.\(^6\) independently identified structures on the scale of the ions at the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate–gold interface, but could not clearly distinguish cations from anions. Impurities are also known to be problematic for this IL.\(^7\) Similar results were obtained by Su et al.\(^8\) for gold surfaces.

Higher resolution images have been realised for IL adsorbed monolayers (adlayers) on gold using ultra high vacuum (UHV) STM;\(^9,10\) using a monolayer eliminates the convoluting effect of near surface IL layers. Rows on the surface are clearly evident in these images, but they cannot be unambiguously attributed to cations or anions. Molecular resolution has been achieved in frozen IL monolayers (~100 K) on gold\(^11\) and silver by UHV STM.\(^12\) Analysing the STM images in combination with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional theory (DFT) calculations\(^13\) enabled the surface structure to be correlated with the position of cations and anions, and this represents the state of the art in the field. However, this frozen monolayer is unlikely to be the same as that at bulk IL–solid interfaces at room temperature. Ions confined in a monolayer must accommodate both the solid on one side and the vacuum on the other, have limited capacity to charge separate normal to the surface, and can only reorganise by diffusion within the monolayer itself. At a bulk interface the IL can establish a diffuse layer of its own and can also exchange dynamically between the surface layer and the bulk liquid.

In this work, in situ AM-AFM\(^4\) is used to resolve the highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)–bulk propylammonium nitrate (PAN) interface. The ion layer in contact with the graphite is found to be cation rich, and has a highly regular rhomboidal lateral structure. The AM-AFM results are analysed in conjunction with quantum chemical molecular dynamics (QM/MD) simulations to elucidate: (1) the detailed ion arrangements that produce the surface layer nanostructure at the atomic level; (2) the underlying ion-surface interactions that produce this structure; (3) the orientation of ions bound to the surface and (4) the dynamics of ion movements in and out of the layer. This shows definitively that IL (bulk)–solid interfacial morphology differs greatly from IL (monolayer)–solid structures.

**Methods**

**Experimental details**

PAN was synthesised as described previously.\(^4\) A 1:1 molar acid–base reaction was conducted by slow addition of concentrated nitric acid (HNO\(_3\)) (A贾AX Finechem Pty. Ltd., 70 w/w%) to a chilled solution (~10 °C) of propylamine (Aldrich 99% w/w%) and Milli-Q water. The resultant solution was rotary evaporated for several hours at a constant temperature of 40 °C. The sample was then thoroughly purged with nitrogen and heated at 105 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere to remove remaining water. The water content of the PAN was undetectable by Karl Fischer titration prior to experimentation (<0.01 v/v%). Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) (NT-MDT, Moscow) was prepared, immediately before experimentation, using adhesive tape to cleave along the basal plane.

The PAN–HOPG interface was studied using an Asylum Research Cyper Atomic Force Microscope (Cypher AFM). All data were obtained at a constant temperature of 25 °C. All images were obtained via amplitude-modulation-AFM (AM-AFM) (“tapping mode” in commercial AFM software) with the cantilevers oscillating at (or close to) resonant frequency which enables sub-nanometer resolution. Stiff cantilevers (ArrowUHFAuD, NanoWorld, Switzerland, nominal spring constant \(k_c = 6 \text{ N m}^{-1}\)) were used to image the IL ion layer in contact with the HOPG surface. The cantilevers’ free amplitudes \(A_0\) were typically smaller than 1 nm. Imaging amplitude set points \(A\) were maintained at sub-nanometer oscillations so that the set point ratio was as high as possible (typically \(A/A_0 \geq 0.7\)). Using these operational conditions, the AFM tip probes interfacial liquid ions adsorbed to the graphite surface, without directly interacting with the solid itself.\(^4,14\) Each cantilever was calibrated using its thermal spectrum prior to imaging and the lever sensitivity is determined using force spectroscopy. The experiments were completed in a droplet of PAN exposed to the atmosphere within the AFM box (a sealed enclosure). As PAN is hygroscopic, the water content of the liquid will increase over the course of an experiment. However, the water content was routinely checked, via Karl Fischer titration, after each experiment. The data presented in this paper were obtained within 30 minutes of the IL droplet being placed on the HOPG. Karl Fischer titration of the ILs collected from the cell after this time period had a value of no more than ~1 wt% which depended slightly on the ambient humidity; so the water concentration in the data presented will be less than this value.

In AM-AFM, the base of the cantilever is externally oscillated. The tip vibration amplitude is kept constant while travelling laterally across the sample by continually adjusting the tip sample-distance. Topographic images are obtained from corrections imposed by a feedback loop to maintain constant amplitude. The pressure exerted by the tip is progressively increased by lowering the ratio of the working amplitude to free tip vibration amplitude \((A/A_0)\). This effectively decreases the imaging set point and the average phase decreases until the tip reaches the ion layer in contact with the surface.

**Quantum chemical simulations**

Simulations of the PAN–HOPG interface use a model system consisting of 20 ion pairs adsorbed onto a single graphene layer ca. 1.5 × 1.5 nm\(^2\) in area. This yields a liquid layer ~1.5 nm or three ion-pairs deep on the surface, and with a density that corresponds to that of bulk PAN.\(^4\) Three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions were employed, and adjacent cells were separated by a vacuum region of 5 nm in the direction normal to the surface. Recent quantum chemical simulations\(^4\) have
shown that relatively small IL model systems, comparable to that employed here, are capable of accurately reproducing the main features of the bulk structure. As we show below, this model system is sufficiently thick that the different structures at the PAN–vacuum interface and PAN–graphene interface, can be distinguished from each other, and from the intervening layer which approximates bulk PAN. The use of a single graphene layer here is appropriate because sub-surface graphitic layers will not appreciably influence the adsorbed IL structure. van der Waals interactions between sub-surface graphene sheet layers and the adsorbed IL are negligible compared to the stronger short-range electrostatic forces present in the liquid, and between the ions and the surface. This is not the case for relatively weakly cohesive molecular liquids (such as water adsorbed on graphite) where sub-surface graphene sheets do affect the structure.49

The Kick stochastic algorithm57 was used to produce randomly adsorbed ion configurations onto the model graphite surface, after which a 0 K geometry optimization was performed. A total of 2000 initial starting configurations were optimized, producing a total of 1405 unique adsorbed configurations (unique according to energy). Quantum chemical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were subsequently performed at room temperature (298.15 K) on selected, low energy configurations, in order to establish entropic effects on the interfacial structure. For MD simulations, temperature control was enforced via a Nosé–Hoover chain thermostat (chain length 3), and the system was equilibrated for 20 ps using a 1 fs timestep prior to quantitative analyses. The system was then simulated for a further 80 ps for quantitative analyses.

The quantum chemical method used here is dispersion-corrected 3rd order density functional tight binding theory (DFTB3-D),58 in conjunction with the mio-01 DFTB parameter set.51 We have recently validated this approach against full DFT calculations for a series of imidazolium nitrate ILs.57 The DFTB method is a two-centre, extended Hückel approximation to DFT.52 As such, it provides accuracy comparable to full DFT, yet has a computational efficiency ca. 100–1000 times faster than DFT (depending on the size of the system being studied and the level of the DFTB approximation, see below). The DFTB method treats the electron density explicitly and assumes that it can be approximated as a reference density plus a small perturbation. This assumption enables the exchange-correlation energy E to be expanded as a Taylor series,

\[
E = \sum_{i} n_{i} e_{i} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{A,B} E_{ab}^{\text{ex}} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{A,B} \gamma_{AB} \Delta q_{A} \Delta q_{B} + \frac{1}{3} \sum_{A,B} \Gamma_{AB} \Delta q_{A}^{2} \Delta q_{B} + \ldots 
\]

(1)

where the 1st term is the electronic contribution to the total energy (\(n_{i}\) and \(e_{i}\) are the occupations and energies of the \(i\)th molecular orbital, respectively) and the 2nd term is the repulsive potential energy between atoms A and B. The 3rd term is the 2nd-order correction to the DFTB method, and describes charge transfer between atoms A and B. The 4th term is the 3rd-order correction term, and describes how the electron density on atom A “relaxes” in the presence of atom B, and vice versa. The variable \(\Gamma_{AB}\) describes how the chemical hardness \(\gamma_{AB}\) changes due to the chemical environment provided by atoms A and B. van der Waals interactions are included as an additional term in eqn (1), via a Slater-Kirkwood polarizable atom model. This approach has been shown53 to accurately model long-range dispersive interactions, notably hydrogen bonds.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 presents AM-AFM images of the surface layer of PAN ions bound to a HOPG surface. Contact with the surface layer is achieved through use of a high spring constant cantilever.24 The pressure exerted by the tip is progressively increased until the tip reaches the ion layer in contact with the surface. The raw data is shown in Fig. 1 (left), while Fig. 1 (right) shows the area of the surface bounded by the square after low-pass filtering using the fast Fourier transform algorithm in the Gwyddion software.55

Fig. 1 reveals that the surface-adsorbed layer of PAN has remarkably, and unexpectedly, well-defined symmetry. The Fourier transform confirm that this structure is rhomboidal, comprising one set of four intense spots plus a second, weaker set of four spots rotated by 60°, indicating that two domains are sampled in this image,26 with a lattice dimension of 0.48 ± 0.02 nm and an angle of 60°. The underlying HOPG surface has hexagonal symmetry and a lattice spacing of 0.246 nm.57 Thus, the PAN surface layer has only two symmetry axes and a lattice dimension approximately twice that of the underlying graphite substrate. This suggests that the graphite surface influences, but does not control, the surface layer structure of PAN. While dispersion and solvophobic interactions are expected between cation alkyl chains and HOPG,29 the precise ion arrangements that produce this rhomboidal structure cannot be determined from the images alone.

Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated liquid structure normal to the interface in a single representative ‘side-on’ snapshot of the simulation box. Fig. 2(a) reveals that the same liquid
nanostructure, arising from association between polar and non-polar groups throughout the liquid occurs at the PAN–graphite interface, just as it does in the bulk: areas rich in charged groups (dark blue nitrogen atoms and red oxygen atoms) are separated by regions rich in apolar carbon (cyan) and hydrogen (white) atoms.

The side-on snapshot also shows that cation alkyl chains are aligned preferentially parallel to the graphene surface. Probability distribution functions for the alkyl chain, the cationic ammonium group and the nitrate anion, determined over the entire simulation, as a function of depth are presented in Fig. 2(e). There is 0 probability below 0.25 nm, reflecting the minimum separation distance between the centres of mass of the graphene carbons and ions (or their fragments). The probability of all groups then rises, but most strongly for the cation alkyl chain, with an intense peak at 0.38 nm. At 0.43 nm the probabilities for the three groups intersect, so this distance is used to define the upper boundary of the surface layer. Integrating the probabilities between 0 and 0.43 nm thus reveals the surface layer composition: for each cation charge group there are 1.2 anions and 2 cation alkyl groups. This shows that the most likely cation conformation in the surface layer has alkyl chains aligned along the HOPG surface with charge groups oriented towards the liquid in order to interact with nearby anions. This conformation maximises the surface area available for alkyl chain adsorption.

Further insight into the orientation of cations in the surface film is derived from the alkyl chain rotational probabilities presented in Fig. 2(d). This was obtained by measuring the angle between the plane formed by the three cation carbon atoms and the graphite surface, for all cations in the equilibrated surface layer averaged over the entire simulation. At 0 K, when the ions are immobile, all cation alkyl chains lie flat along the surface (0°), in order to maximise mutual contact. At 298 K thermal energy permits the rotational and translational motion of these ions, and this gives rise to a distribution of ±30° about
the most probable angle of 0°. This distribution is a consequence of alkyl chains rotating (due to thermal motion energy) under the constraint of maximising surface contact and thus interaction energy. Angles of ±90° correspond to the cations “standing” on two of the three carbon atoms on the graphite surface, and are less probable because the weaker adsorption of this conformation means thermal rotation is more influential.

Fig. 2(f) shows how the average minimum vertical displacement of cations and anions (i.e. the shortest distance between any atom in the ion and the surface) that were initially in the surface film changes as the system is equilibrated at room temperature. Anions are mobile and freely move out of the surface layer but, strikingly, the cation vertical displacement is essentially invariant (although individual cations do undergo hindered rotation). Cations initially at the surface remain in the surface layer, due to strong attractions between cation alkyl chains and the graphite surface. Self-diffusion coefficients were determined from the simulation for cations bound to the surface and in the entire simulated film. As anions are not appreciably incorporated into the adsorbed layer (Fig. 2(e)) their self-diffusion coefficient was calculated only for the entire layer. The self-diffusion coefficient for cations and anions in the PAN film above the HOPG sheet can be calculated from the simulation. The self-diffusion coefficient for cations (3.2 × 10⁻¹¹ m² s⁻¹) is an order of magnitude lower than that of anions (5.14 × 10⁻¹⁰ m² s⁻¹). As Fig. 2(b) shows that cations are enriched at the surface, the self-diffusion coefficient for cations in the surface film was also calculated, and found to be another order of magnitude smaller at 7.5 × 10⁻¹² m² s⁻¹. This calculation reveals that cations are at least an order of magnitude less mobile when in contact with the surface compared to the bulk liquid.

Fig. 2(b) presents a snapshot of the simulation showing the lateral organisation of all ions in the surface layer to a depth of 0.6 nm and, by rendering the anions invisible and just the cations visible in Fig. 2(c). The agreement between simulation and experiment here is near-perfect; Fig. 2(c) shows cations aligned along two out of the three axes of the graphite substrate, as seen in the AM-AFM images. Fig. 2(g) shows a quantitative analysis of this phenomenon, via the lateral orientation probability, defined as the angle formed between the plane through the three cation carbon atoms and the graphite lattice vectors, for all cations in the surface layer, averaged over the entire QM/MD simulation. It is noted that the simulation supercell is large enough to accommodate cations simultaneously packing along all three directions of the HOPG substrate. However, this is not what is observed. Following equilibration at room temperature, the two most probable orientations relative to the graphitic lattice are 0° and 60°, while a third weaker peak is present at −60° and no such peaks are observed during equilibration. The “epitaxial” alignment of cations over the HOPG lattice is the result of attractive van der Waals forces between the HOPG and propyl chain being maximised. However, each peak in Fig. 2(g) exhibits distributions of ±15° that arise from the hindered rotation of the cations in the plane of the surface, enabled by thermal energy. The presence of two dominant peaks in Fig. 2(g)
indicates that cations in the equilibrated surface layer pack preferentially along two out of the three directions of the underlying substrate. This reveals the origins of the rhomboidal symmetry observed in Fig. 1.

Inspection of the cation only surface layer (Fig. 2(c)) suggests that (i) cation charge groups tend to orientate close together and (ii) cation alkyl groups associate with the surface where possible. These results are borne out by the surface layer g(r) data acquired over the course of the simulation (Fig. 3). The strongest correlations occur between cation nitrogens (N1) and anion nitrogens (N2) at 0.25 nm. These atoms are the centres of mass of groups that are electrostatically attracted to each other. The N1–N2 correlation is weaker, but clear, at 0.42 nm. This means that the close association of cation charge groups in the surface layer is facilitated by anion “bridges”. This spacing between cation charge groups is consistent with occupation of every second graphite lattice position. Cation alkyl chains associate on the surface within this framework of electrostatic binding. The g(r)s also reveal that the interactions between carbons bonded to the cation nitrogen (C1–C2) are weaker than those between carbons in the middle of the alkyl chains (C2–C3). This is consistent with cation alkyl chains lying parallel along the surface with an anion between charged groups. The C1 peak is more diffuse as it corresponds to the different “alkyl chain to alkyl chain” configurations across the surface. The C1–C1 correlation is weak due to the distance between the cation charge centres to which they are bound but the C2 carbons can associate more closely.

Strong cation alkyl chain-surface (dispersion and solvophobic) interactions lead to cations having limited mobility within the surface layer (as well as normal to it), and align the cation “epitaxially” along a single direction in the HOPG surface layer. Cations are physically separated by the anions that balance the positive charge, and are thus unable to pack close enough on the surface to occupy adjacent positions in the graphite lattice. Hence every second row in the graphite lattice is occupied by cations, accounting for the ∼0.5 nm lattice dimension observed in the AFM image. The packing constraints imparted by dispersion and solvophobic attractions, ion size, and the requirement for neutrality, result in ions arranging on the surface aligned with only two of the three possible directions, producing a rhomboidal structure in the surface layer. Computed self-diffusivities indicate that, on longer time scales, cations will diffuse in and out of the surface layer, but significantly slower than the anions. Furthermore, these self-diffusivities demonstrate that lateral diffusion of cations in the surface layer is relatively limited, and at any given time are most likely to be oriented in one of the two directions defined by the rhomboidal symmetry. Thus, the structure in the AFM image is a consequence of cations that are rendered relatively immobile by the surface in a well-defined rhomboidal configuration.

Conclusions

Combined AM-AFM and QM/MD simulations have elucidated the structure of the PAN–HOPG interface with high resolution. This is the first time the lateral structure of the IL–graphite interface has been imaged for any IL. PAN ions in contact with the graphite surface are highly ordered. AM-AFM reveals a structure with well-defined rhomboidal symmetry and QM/MD shows that this is produced by relatively immobile surface-adsorbed propylammonium cations. This result has important consequences for both IL interfacial systems and, more broadly, AFM imaging. For IL systems, the heterogeneous lateral structure at (carbonaceous) interfaces will influence processes including capacitive charge storage, electrodeposition, heterogeneous catalysis and lubrication, and define the design parameters for next generation ILs in these systems. For example, this study shows that for IL based capacitors, short chain length cations should be employed to maximise ion adsorption density on the surface and thus charge storage capacity. Similarly, for electrodeposition and heterogeneous catalysis, cations that interact weakly with the surface will enable easy passage of dissolved solutes to and from the solid surface. For lubrication, ions that interact strongly with the sliding surfaces will form a more robust boundary layer and facilitate smoother sliding. The ion structure required to produce a strong interaction with the substrate depends on the surface. For graphite, a long cation alkyl chain will lead to strong van der Waals interactions and a robust ion layer, while for a metal surface an unconstrained charge centre that can pack densely in surface layers will be more effective. For AFM imaging, the correlation between the simulation and the AM-AFM image reveals that the native structure of the liquid in contact with the surface is not significantly affected by forces and confinement effects imparted by the tip during imaging. This clearly demonstrates the capacity of AM-AFM to non-invasively image extremely delicate adsorbed structures.
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